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ADVANCED NUCLEAR SPECTROSCOPY NEAR 132Sn�Henryk MahDepartment of Radiation Sienes, ISV, Uppsala University61182 Nyköping, Sweden(Reeived January 31, 2001)A summary of reent experimental e�orts on nulei in very lose viin-ity to the doubly magi 132Sn and perspetives for further progress in thevery near future, are presented. A speial attention is given to the se-leted key developments in this mass region via three avenues of produtionand investigation of exoti nulei: � deay at the ISOL failities, prompt-rays in spontaneous �ssion probed using large Ge arrays, and �-seondisomers produed in the fragmentation and in-�ight separation of energetiuranium beams or in �ssion using reoil separators.PACS numbers: 27.60.+j, 21.10.P, 21.60.Cs1. IntrodutionThe nulei at double shell losures ommand a onsiderable interest asthey represent a miro-laboratory where a omplex multi-nuleon assemblyan be simpli�ed into a system where up to a few valene nuleons interatamong themselves and with a largely inert ore. While studies of the doublymagi nuleus itself reveal the mehanism of ore exitations, nulei witha single valene partile or hole provide the single partile energies, whihare ritial parameters for model alulations on a wide range of nulei ex-tending well beyond the shell rossing. Moreover, systems with a few valenenuleons reveal the residual interations among two kinds of nuleons andin various orbits. These nulei provide stringent tests of the nulear models.A strong theoretial interest in the nulei at the doubly magi regions, hasbeen disussed in depth by Prof. Aldo Covello in the preeding presentation,thus we fous here on the experimental results.� Presented at the XXXV Zakopane Shool of Physis �Trends in Nulear Physis�,Zakopane, Poland, September 5�13, 2000.(887)



888 H. MahThe studies of exoti nulei at the double shell losure represent a formi-dable experimental hallange. Reently, thanks to novel tehniques of pro-dution, separation and identi�ation, new experimental information isemerging on the doubly magi regions far-o� stability line. These data pro-vide an opportunity to predit properties of even more exoti regions wherenew phenomena are expeted. Of partiular interest are the loosely boundsystems with a large neutron exess. Here some of the key information isprovided by the nulei at 132Sn, whih is the only neutron-rih doubly magiregion for the medium to heavy mass range, urrently aessible for detailedspetrosopial studies. This presentation provides an update of an earlierreview on the nulei at 132Sn given in Gatlinburg in 1998 at the InternationalConferene Nulear Struture '98 [1℄.2. Advaned means of prodution, separation and identi�ationThe experimental studies on the neutron-rih 132Sn region explore invarious ways �ssion of heavy targets as the means of prodution. In reentyears, the range of available prodution and separation tehniques for aess-ing this region has greatly inreased as well as the quality of data omingfrom established methods has strongly improved. The latter is thanksto a new generation of detetors with vastly inreased e�ieny. One anidentify three areas of researh at 132Sn that have a strong impat and anbe lassi�ed via a distintive method of prodution and separation and/oridenti�ation of exoti nulei. The �rst one inludes studies of ground stateproperties (masses, magneti moments, et.) and � deays via the tradi-tional route of �ssion produt isotope separation as utilized at ISOLDE atCERN or OSIRIS at Studsvik using �standard� ion soures. At both faili-ties a new generation of ion soures has been introdued, whih dramatiallyimproved the exploration of exoti nulei in seleted regions. For exam-ple a new isotope of 135Sn has been identi�ed and studied at the OSIRISseparator by Korgul et al. [2℄ by introduing a speial ion soure whih in-luded 238U as target material with �ssion indued by fast neutrons. Thesame isotope of 135Sn has been subsequently reahed also at ISOLDE byShergur et al. [3℄ using the Resonane Ionization Laser Ion Soure (RILIS)and a host of assoiated tehniques. The latter study reports also on the �rstidentifation of the deay of 136Sn. The use of the RILIS ion soure oupledwith the High Resolution Separator (HRS), whih resolution is gradually im-proved, opens up a host of new measurements at ISOLDE haraterized byhigh resolution and sensitivity, for example: the mass measurements via theISOLTRAP and MISTRAL RF-spetrometer and laser spetrosopi stud-ies. The measurements at 132Sn will also gain sensitivity by use of a ompatGe array, whih will be applied at ISOLDE in the nearest future. Similarly



Advaned Nulear Spetrosopy Near 132Sn 889at OSIRIS, further development of the 238U target ion soure, and utilizationof a small Compton-suppressed Ge array omprised of Nordball detetors,will improve the sensitivity of studies. At both failities new possibilitiesfor studies of magneti moments via the Low Temperature Nulear Orienta-tion (LTNO) tehnique and dynamial moments via Advaned Time-DelayedMulti-Coinidene Methods are further explored. Finally, one should note,that the appliation of Penning traps for the full isobari separation, wouldresult in an extraordinary possibilities at ISOLDE for studies of the exotinulei near 132Sn.The seond key approah to the 132Sn nulei is o�ered by probing prompt-rays in spontaneous �ssion. These studies use a new generation of multi-detetor arrays, EUROGAM or GAMMASPHERE, whih provide theneessary level of sensitivity to allow a detailed investigation of medium-spin yrast and some rare sequenes for nulei at 132Sn. It is interesting tonote, that in many ases the level shemes dedued from prompt �ssion and� deay studies have no ommon exited states, whih makes it di�ult to�x the exitation energies of the former group of states on an absolute sale.For example, suh is the present ase for 132Sb and 134Sb. Further stud-ies of prompt -rays in �ssion, will ertainly proeed via di�erent �ssioningsoures, either in the ase of spontaneous �ssion or �ssion indued by neu-trons, protons or heavier projetiles, providing a higher yield for populationof seleted groups of nulei at 132Sn. This will allow for high quality angu-lar orrrelations, linear polarization, onversion eletron, and level lifetimemeasurements via the Doppler shift �plunger� and fast time-delayed meth-ods, for many nulei in this region.The third tehnique utilizes the fat that some nulei have exited iso-meri states with level lifetimes in the miro- to milli-seond range, in orderto separate them from other �ssion produts. This old tehnique, whihmany years ago was so suessfully applied to the 132Sn region, e.g. byProf. Kornel Sistemih group at the JOSEF separator at Jülih [4℄, has beenreently strongly invigorated at the LOHENGRIN faility at ILL Greno-ble [5℄. However, a new approah is o�ered at the in-�ight fragment sep-arator FRS at GSI in Darmstadt, where by the fragmentation of energetiuranium beams one an reah further away from the line of stability. Thisapproah was already shown at GSI by Bernas et al. [6,7℄ to provide means ofprodution of a host of new nulei somewhat near 132Sn, yet the produtionintensities are low. The strength of the method is a nonseletive extra-tion of the �ssion fragments and full A and Z separation. The �rst testrun, onduted in 1999 by Hellström et al. [8℄, in searh for the �s isomersnear 132Sn, has a�rmed a strong potential of this tehnique. Although thedata analysis is still in progress, this test run has easily revealed [8℄ severalknown isomers in this region, and it has also produed a new one, at 136Sb.



890 H. MahHowever, the full potential of this tehnique is yet to be unleashed, while theproposed upgrade of the GSI faility and new detetor systems onsideredin the RISING projet an dramatially improve the researh possibilities atFRS. GSI, however, o�ers further experimental possibilities that go beyoundthe �s isomer approah, e.g.: diret mass measurements in the storage ring,� deay studies at FRS, or Coulomb exitation in the inversed kinematis,whih will ertainly be explored at GSI in the nearest future.The aim of this presentation is to review the urrent status of the exper-imental data at 132Sn with projets onluded or started sine 1998. Thenext setions desribe the new data on the exited states in these nulei,followed by a summary on the ground state properties. No disussion isprovided on the new RNB failities under development, whih will stronglyimpat the future knowledge of nulear struture at 132Sn.3. The doubly magi ore nuleus 132SnThe urrent knowledge on the exited states in 132Sn is largely summa-rized in the study by Fogelberg et al. [9℄. No new experimental informationhas been o�ered reently, although preliminary results from the on-goingstudies via the � delayed neutron emission of 133In [10℄ (see the disussionon 133Sn) and prompt -rays in �ssion [11℄ o�er hope for the identi�ationof several new states in the low-spin and high-spin regimes, respetively. AtOSIRIS, a higher sensitivity o�ered by a small array of Compton-suppressedGe (Nordball) detetors may prompt a high sensitivity reinvestigation of132Sn from the � deay of 132In. Most likely in the next few years, there willbe a measurement on 132Sn using Coulomb exitation in inversed kinemat-is, as the intensities of energeti seondary beams of 132Sn are reported ata few failities to reah signi�ant levels. Perhaps the �rst suh study willbe performed at GSI in Darmstadt as suggested by Dr. Jürgen Gerl [12℄ inhis talk at this Shool. It is understandable, that suh experiments shouldbe given top priority treatment at these failities.4. Single-valene partile/hole nuleiAlmost omplete sets of single partile states have been determined inthe single-valene proton 133Sb and single-valene neutron-hole 131Sn. Thereently proposed [13℄ loation of the single neutron states in 133Sn re-quires further veri�ation, but little is known on the single proton-hole statesin 131In.Single-neutron states in 133Sn: The loation of the single-neutron p3=2,h9=2 and f5=2 states was found by Ho� et al. [13℄ at 853.7, 1560.9 and2004.6 keV, respetively, from the measurements involving � delayed neu-



Advaned Nulear Spetrosopy Near 132Sn 891tron emission of 134In. This �rst (test) measurement performed at ISOLDEdid not identify, however, the p1=2 state expeted to be lying at the exita-tion energy of about 2MeV. At the same time, two  transitions of energy354.0 and 802.0 keV (potential andidates for the de-exitation of this state)were identi�ed as lines in 133Sn, but have not been �rmly plaed in the levelsheme. A more reent attempt to repeat this measurement [10℄ has failed,however, due to a very strong presene of Cs impurities. The next attemptwill require the high resolution HRS separator and/or the RILIS ion soure.It should be noted, however, that a very low level of Cs impurities enjoyedin the �rst measurement was extraordinary. Extraordinary, was also lakof any 229Fr ativity in the experiment IS322 that immediately followed the133Sn run and used the same ion soure. The apparent suppression by 1�2orders of magnitude the prodution of Cs and 229Fr remains to be explained.(A steady lean beam of 229Ra, with a marginal presene of the 229Fr a-tivity, has been provided for a few days � a ondition never repeated insubsequent runs.) This ould possibly imply that there is a way to sup-press Cs in a �standard� ion soure, whih if true, would be very interesting.A strong level of Cs impurities remains a problem at the ISOLDE fail-ity for almost all measurements on exoti nulei at 132Sn and is related tothe inherent mehanism of 1 GeV proton indued spallation/�ssion of heavytargets oupled to very high surfae ionization e�ieny for Rb, Cs or Fr.In ontrast, Cs impurities are virtually non-existent in this mass region atOSIRIS as the prodution proeeds via neutron-indued �ssion of U targets.In 133Sn, the 1561 keV transition was identi�ed by Urban et al. [14℄ inthe spontaneous �ssion of 248Cm in oinidene with lines in 112Pd, whihwas the strongest �ssion partner to 133Sn. The observation of the 1561 keVline provides [14℄ a strong support for the interpretation of the 1561 keVlevel in 133Sn as the h9=2 single-neutron state. The argument here relies onthe �ssion proess to populate preferentially the yrast states.Single neutron-hole states in 131Sn: Initially it was believed that aomplete set of single neutron-hole states has been identi�ed in 131Sn [15,16℄.However, the proposed loation of the h11=2 state at 241.8 keV, has beensuspeted for some time to be too high [17℄. This purely empirial onlusionis based on the analysis of the two quasipartile states in the neighboringnulei, whih suggests the loation of this state to be onsiderably lower atabout 100 keV. Firm determination of the exitation energy of the h11=2 statein 131Sn is a goal of a few independent investigations. At OSIRIS an initialreinvestigation of the  deay sheme for the deay of 131In did not produea �rm result yet [18℄. Another avenue represent preise mass measurementsusing ISOLTRAP, whih are apable of preision of about 10�15 keV andseparation of isomeri states as lose as �100 keV (this was demonstrated inthe ase of 185Hg, where an isomeri state was loated 118(5) keV above the



892 H. Mahground state; its known energy is 99.3(5) keV). A preliminary analysis of thetest mass measurements on the Sn nulei near A = 132 using ISOLTRAP,performed at ISOLDE in July 2000 by Bollen et al. [19℄, did not revealpresene of an isomeri state in 131Sn. However, these measurements will berepeated with muh higher statistis in the summer of 2001, with a strongfous on the h11=2 ase in 131Sn.Single-proton and ore-oupled states in 133Sb: There has beena signi�ant progress in the knowledge of the exited states in 133Sb. Ahigh-sensitivity investigation of the � deay of 133Sn to 133Sb, performed atOSIRIS by Sanhez-Vega et al. [20℄, has lari�ed the position of the protonsingle partile d3=2 state at 2439.5 keV, and provided a number of key branhings and absolute transition rates among the proton single partilestates. Despite, high sensitivity of this study, the proton s1=2 single par-tile state has not been loated. Various theoretial models predit thisstate to be loated from about 2 to 5 MeV in the exitation energy, seefor example Table 2 in [21℄. The same investigation [21℄ has provided adetailed experimental � strength for the deay of 133Sn, inluding preisevalues of log f0t = 5:44 and 6.05 and log f1t = 9:3 for the �f7=2 ! �g7=2,�f7=2 ! �d5=2, and �f7=2 ! �d3=2 transitions, respetively. Moreover, the �deay of 133Sb to 133Te has been also re-investigated [22℄ leading to a largenumber of new levels and transitions in 133Te. A detailed experimental� strength, whih was obtained for the deay of 133Sb, has provided animportant test ase for the advaned mirosopi model alulations [23℄.There have been three independent studies of the 16 �s isomeri state [4℄at�4.5 MeV in 133Sb. They all onluded that the isomer is due to the 21/2+member of the three quasipartile on�guration �g7=2� (f7=2h�111=2) formed byoupling of the valene proton to the exitation of the ore. The �rst in-vestigation by Isakov et al. [24℄ was based on model alulations and theexperimental systematis of the absolute transition strength for the E1, M1,E2, M2, E3, M3 and E4 transitions reently dedued at 132Sn. It onludedthat the 16�s state was in fat unobserved in the earlier study [4℄ and itlies about 40 keV or less above the known state at 4526 keV. Two parallelexperimental studies, subsequently reported �ndings in agreement with theonlusion of [24℄. The investigation at LOHENGRIN via thermal neutronindued �ssion of 241Pu, by Genevey et al. [5℄, found only the main isomer re-ported in [4℄, with the T1=2=16.8(5) �s in good agreement with the previousvalue of 16:0(1:5)�s. This study [5℄ allowed to �rmly dedue M1 multipo-larity for the 61.5 and 162.5 keV transitions, and to lower the energy gapbetween the unobserved isomer and the 4526 keV state to less than 20 keV.Finally, Urban and ollaborators [25℄ who investigated the isomer populatedin the spontaneous �ssion of 248Cm at the EUROGAM2 array, provided



Advaned Nulear Spetrosopy Near 132Sn 893the spin/parity determination for the lower-lying levels by measurements ofangular orrelations and linear polarization of  rays. Although a onsider-ably more omplex deay sheme was observed, nevertheless this study alsoonluded that the 16�s isomer remains unobserved and must be loatedjust above the 4526 keV level. The interpretation of the isomer as a ore-oupled state with spin 21/2+, have been provided in all three studies viashell model alulations.Single proton-hole states in 131In: Until reently, only two single proton-hole states were known in 131In, the g9=2 ground state and the p1=2 state at365 keV, both from the � deay studies to 131Sn. However, a steady andimpressive progress in the exploration of the exoti nulei below 132Sn, shownby the Mainz group of Prof. Karl-Ludwig Kratz, has reently resulted in the�rst information on the � deay of 131Cd to 131In. In a work performed atISOLDE using the RILIS ion soure, Hannawald et al. [26℄ have measureda surprisingly short half-life of 68(3)ms and a weak � delayed neutron branhof 3:5(10)% for the deay of 131Cd. Moreover, from the -rays identi�ed inthe experiment as belonging to 131Cd, possible positions of the p3=2 and f7=2single partile states were very tentatively suggested at 1.65 and 2.75 MeV,respetively. The results were interpreted as supporting the mass valuesderived from models that inlude shell quenhing. The new data ertainlyshow that more detailed  spetrosopy of the exited states in 131In hasbeome feasible. 5. Two-valene partile/hole systemsTwo-valene neutron 134Sn: Reently, a new exited state at 2508.9 keVwas reported by Korgul et al. [27℄, whih de-exites to the 6+ state of theknown �(f27=2) multiplet [28℄. The proposed interpretation of the new stateas �(f7=2h9=2)8+ has been based on the shell model alulations with theOXBASH ode. The new level was found in the investigation of spontaneous�ssion of 248Cm using the EUROGAM2 array.Two-valene neutron-hole 130Sn: The deay sheme of 130In to 130Sn isurrently under detailed investigation at OSIRIS. Preliminary level lifetimesfor the 4+1 , 6+1 , 8+1 , 10+1 , 4�1 and 5�1 states are reported by Mah et al. in [29℄.These values are disussed in the study of the e�etive harges in 130;132;134Snby Isakov and ollaborators [32℄.Two-valene proton 134Te: A detailed investigation of the � deay ofthe high-spin isomer of 134Sb to 134Te has been performed at OSIRIS byOmtvedt et al. Their early report [30℄, whih was foused on the issue ofe�etive harges and otupole olletivity in the 132Sn region, is followednow by detailed presentation of the level sheme and the � strength from



894 H. Mahthe deay of Sb [31℄. There is a need to re-investigate in great detail the� deay of the low-spin isomer of 134Sb, whih would populate the missinglow-spin members of the low-lying multiplets in 134Te.Two-valene proton-hole 130Cd: The identi�ation of exited states ofthe proton g9=2 multiplet in 130Cd � a system with two-valene proton-holesoupled to the doubly magi ore, onstitutes a real hallenge to the exper-imentalists. Of partiular interest is the issue of quenhing of the N = 82shell below 132Sn, whih has been raised and systematially investigated bythe Mainz group. Reently a potential breakthrough has been reported byKautzsh et al. [33℄. They have investigated at ISOLDE the deay of 130Agto 130Cd using the RILIS ion soure. For A = 130, they have identi�eda -line at the energy of 957 keV assoiated with a short deay with an es-timated half-life of about 50ms. This line, whih was tentatively attributedto the deay of 130Ag, may represent the 2+1 !0+1 transition in 130Cd. If true,this 2+1 energy is onsiderably lower than expeted for a strong shell losureat N = 82 for Cd.A strong shell losure would also imply an isomerism for the 8+1 memberof the multiplet. A searh for this isomer is onduted both at FRS separatorat GSI and at ISOLDE. In the latter ase, the use of HRS in its apaity anda ompat e�ient Ge miniball, that should be operational in 2001/2002,will strongly enhane the researh possibilities.6. Odd�odd systems134Sb: The yrast states in the valene proton-neutron 134Sb nuleus havebeen reently investigated by Urban et al. [14℄ who on�rmed and extendedthe deay sheme established by Bhattaharyya and ollaborators [34℄. Theyreported a new exited state at 2434 keV, whih feeds via the 307.5 and1361.5 keV -rays the lower-lying states at 2126.5 and 1072.5 keV. Fromthe interpretation of this state as the 10+ member of the (�g7=2�i13=2) on-�guration, the authors estimate the exitation energy of the presently un-known, i13=2 single partile state in 133Sn at 2694 keV. A very reent study byFornal and ollaborators [35℄ using the Gammasphere array and the soure of248Cm, has established several new levels at � 4:5MeV whih feed the statesat 2126 and 2434 keV. One of these states is interpreted as (�h11=2�i13=2)12�and the rest as the (�g7=2�f27=2h11=2) exitation of the ore.In the work of Urban et al. a asade of transitions at 52 and 171 keVwas also established as belonging to 134Sb. Sine the energy of the �rsttransition is very lose to the 52.8 keV line reported by Fogelberg et al. [36℄in the study of the � deays of 134Sn and of the low-spin isomer of 134Sb,yet unassigned to any of those deays, it was suggested to larify its na-ture by reinvestigation of the � deay of 134Sn. The experiment has been



Advaned Nulear Spetrosopy Near 132Sn 895performed at OSIRIS in early 1999 using a speially prepared ion soureontaining 238U target. The �ssion was indued by fast neutrons from theStudsvik R2-0 reator. Speial arrangements were made to minimize thepresene of absorbers between the reator ore and the target material. As aresult, the relative yield of the isobari impurities has been signi�antly low-ered, giving muh higher sensitivity for investigation of the deay of 134Sn.(Note, that with the same arrangements it was possible to identify [2℄for the �rst time the deay of 135Sn, as disussed above.) A preliminaryreport from this study [37℄ inludes a strongly modi�ed level sheme. The171.3�52.8�317.7�13.0 asade of  rays de�nes the 4�1 , 3�1 , 2�1 , 1�1 and 0�1members of the (�g7=2�f7=2) multiplet. The presene of the level at 13 keV,whih was neessitated by the deay pattern from other states, has beenon�rmed by oinidenes between the 317.7 and 13 keV -rays.132Sb: A detailed investigation of the � deay of 132Sn to 132Sb is ondutedat OSIRIS [38℄. Its aim is to establish the higher spin members of the low-lying multiplets in 132Sb.132In: First information on the deay of 132Cd to 132In has been reportedby Hannawald et al. [26℄ from a study performed at ISOLDE. Using theRILIS ion soure, the half-life of 97(10) ms and a � delayed neutron branhof 60(15) % has been measured for the deay of 132Cd. Again, this new dataertify that a more detailed  spetrosopy of the exited states in 132In isfeasible and will be likely performed in the near future.7. Ground state propertiesMass measurements: The masses of exoti nulei are the key strutureindiators and relate strongly to the exitation energies of spei� quasipar-tile on�gurations. Based on the shell model interpretation of the latterstates, observed in 134Te and 135I via studies of the 248Cm �ssion soure atEUROGAM2, Zhang et al. [39℄ has reently hallenged the aepted massesof some of the N = 82 isotones near 132Sn. A similar disrepany was laterreported also by Nowak et al. [40℄ using the high spin data on 136Te. Asa onsequene Fogelberg et al. have reinvestigated the total � deay energiesof 14 nulei in the viinity of 132Sn. The measurements were performed atOSIRIS used the high resolution �� oinidene tehnique. The study re-ported in [41℄, orreted the previous value for the deay of 134I, and providedresults with muh improved preision for most of the deays under study.The new results remove the disrepany raised by Zhang and ollaborators.Diret mass measurements on the nulei at 132Sn, using the ISOLTRAPand MISTRAL RF-spetrometer are being prepared at ISOLDE. The �rst(test) mass measurements using ISOLTRAP have been performed in thesummer of 2000 [19℄. These experiments will be repeated with higher statis-



896 H. Mahtis in 2001. The expeted preision in the mass meaurements is of theorder of 10�15 keV. The reent improvements in the tehnique allow for themeasurements on the exoti nulei with lifetimes as short as 170 ms.Laser spetrosopy: So far laser spetrosopy has not been performed onthe nulei at 132Sn. However, measurements of the magneti moment � andthe variation of the mean square harge radius (Æhr2 i) have been reentlyproposed for the ground and long-lived isomeri states of Sn isotopes fromA = 125 to 132 and heavier systems, by Le Blan and o-workers [42℄.The measurements are proposed for the COLLAPS and COMPLIS setup atISOLDE, and will possibly start in 2000.Magneti moments: A systemati program of measurements of magnetimoments for nulei near 132Sn are onduted at the OSIRIS LTNO apparatusby the Oxford group of Prof. Nik Stone. These measurements inluded thease of 133Sb, with one proton beyond 132Sn, whih provided a stringent testof the meson exhange theory of nulear moments [43℄. The measurement on135I [44℄ ompleted the series of odd-A g7=2 proton moments from oupany1 to 7. In the series of I and Sb isotopes leading up to the proton shell losure,the measurements of the magneti moments gave ompelling evidene that�olletive� wavefuntion admixtures to the mainly g7=2 proton on�gurationdepart from the normal �olletive� g-fator of Z=A but agree well withdisrete admixture shell model alulations. The measurements inludedalso the magneti dipole moments on the isomeri 11/2� states in 131;133Te[45℄. A summary of the results is presented in [46, 47℄. Presently, the groupis investigating the magneti moments for 130Sb and 132Sb.The nulear orientation was used by White et al. [48℄ to dedue themixing ratios for a number of transitions in 133Te, whih were then omparedto the model alulations. In late 2000, tests will be performed at OSIRISto utilize for spetrosopy the anisotropies of � delayed neutrons [49℄. The�rst test ase will involve orientation of the preursor 137I and measurementsof both neutrons and -rays emitted from the daughter 137Xe. 137Xe willalso provide an opportunity to investigate possible parity mixing in the highdensity of states above 4 MeV in exitation. The evidene for the e�etwould ome from the -ray emission, namely the forward�bakward, paritybreaking asymmetry in the emission.8. Spetrosopy of nulei in further viinity of 132SnHere, muh of the urrent researh on exoti nulei is onentrated to the�north-east� from 132Sn. Of speial importane is the �rst identi�ation ofthe deay of 135Sn at OSIRIS by Korgul et al. [27℄, and of 136Sn at ISOLDEby Shergur et al. [3℄ using advaned ion soures. The latter group on�rmedthe OSIRIS data and obtained more detailed information on the deay of



Advaned Nulear Spetrosopy Near 132Sn 897135Sn. First observation of the exited states in 137;138;139Te isotopes hasbeen reported from the studies of prompt -rays in the spontaneous �ssionof 248Cm at EUROGAM2 by Urban et al. [50,51℄ and Hoellinger et al. [52℄.The �rst searh for the �s isomers at FRS/GSI by Hellström and ollabo-rators [8℄ has already revealed a new � 1�s isomer in 136I with a potentialfor more exiting results in this region. Also at FRS/GSI, Shatz et al. [53℄have studied the exoti neutron-rih nulei by implantation into Si detetorfollowed by orrelated ��neutron oinidene measurements.It is a great pleasure to thank M. Bernas, J. Blomqvist, G. Bollen,R. Broda, B.A. Brown, A. Covello, P. Daly, B. Fogelberg, J. Gerl, H. Grawe,J. Hamilton, M. Hellström, P. Ho�, V.I. Isakov, A. Korgul, U. Köster,K.-L. Kratz, J.P. Omtvedt, M. Mineva, T. Nilsson, J. Pinston, H. Ravn,J. Rikovska-Stone, M. Sanhez-Vega, H. Shatz, N.J. Stone, W. Urban,W.B. Walters and A. Wöhr, who ontributed their materials or informa-tion. This work was supported by the Swedish Natural Siene ResearhCounil. REFERENCES[1℄ H. Mah, Conf. Pro. on Nulear Struture '98, Ed. C. Baktash, AIP Conf.Pro. 481, 268 (1999).[2℄ A. Korgul et al., NFL Annual Report 1999, Uppsala University, p. 149.[3℄ J. Shergur et al., Conf. Pro. on Nulear Struture 2000, East Lansing, Mihi-gan, USA 2000; to appear in Nul. Phys. A.[4℄ K. Sistemih et al., Z. Phys. A285, 305 (1978).[5℄ J. Genevey et al., Eur. Phys. J. A7, 463 (2000).[6℄ M. Bernas et al., Phys. Lett. B331, 19 (1994).[7℄ M. Bernas et al., Phys. Lett. B415, 111 (1997).[8℄ M. Hellström, M. Mineva, private ommuniation.[9℄ B. Fogelberg et al., Phys. Rev. Lett. 73, 2413 (1994).[10℄ P. Ho�, private ommuniation.[11℄ P. Daly, private ommuniation.[12℄ J. Gerl, private ommuniation.[13℄ P. Ho� et al., Phys. Rev. Lett. 77, 1020 (1996).[14℄ W. Urban et al., Eur. Phys. J. A5, 239 (1999).[15℄ B. Fogelberg, J. Blomqvist, Phys. Lett. B137, 20 (1984).[16℄ B. Fogelberg, J. Blomqvist, Nul. Phys. A429, 205 (1984).[17℄ J. Blomqvist, B. Fogelberg, private ommuniation.[18℄ B. Fogelberg, private ommuniation.
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